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ABSTRACT 

A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF GELLERT'S NOVEL 

LEBEN PER SCHWEDISCHEN GRAFTN VON G. 

by 

Lucille Ann Klofstad 

Structural elements of Gellert's novel, such as the 

choice of a narrator, the use of letters and dialog, contribute 

to a system of abstractions which pervades the work. As a 

predominantly didactic writer Gellert was interested in struc¬ 

tural aspects of literature and their influence on the reader. 

He believed that the reader was most influenced by a work of 

art, if a sentimental identification by the reader with 

characters in the work was encouraged by the author. The 

sections of Gellert's novel which are least abstract, that 

is, which allow an identification with the characters rather 

than an abstract philosophical approach, become generally 

more frequent as the novel progresses. His style becomes 

freer. The solution of the problem of evil in Part One of 

the novel is abstract generalizing by the narrator; in Part 

Two the characters are allowed to work out their individual 

solutions, thus allowing Gellert to use structural elements 

which decrease abstraction. For this reason he is also 

able in the second part to approach more closely his ideal 

of didactic purpose in literature. 



I. Introduction 

The predominant trends in the popular culture during 

the middle of the eighteenth century in Germany are tradi¬ 

tionally known as the movements of rationalism, pietism 

and sentimentality. Christian Furchtegott Gellert, one 

of the most widely read writers during this period, is 

an author in whom elements of all three movements converged,1 

and the compromises he attempts to make between them are 

especially evident in his only novels Leben der schwedischen 

GrSfin von G. The structure of this novel shows a carefully 

devised system of abstractions which reveals the success 

and contradictions in his attempts to find a form of synthesis 

for these three aspects. 

Until this time the predominant concept of the Enlighten¬ 

ment was rationalism with its accompanying mechanistic concept 

of God and the world, resulting in a negative view of sub¬ 

jective emotional expression. With the emergence of the 

pietistic movement as a major intellectual force and with 

the adaptation of England's empiricism and sentimentality, 

the German bourgoisie began to assert its independence 

1 Ferdinand Josef Schneider, Die deutsche Dichtung vom 
Ausgang des Barocks bis zum Beginn des Klassizismus 1700- 
1785 (Stuttgart, 1924), p. 84. 
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as a social class, a development which led also to demands 

for a more personalized relation of the individual to God 

and a justification of his emotional experiences. Known 

to his contemporaries as a "Volksdichter" and as a writer 

with the intent of educating his readers to the virtuous 

life, Gellert proposed a practical approach to existence 

which combined a type of sentimentality with rationalism. 

He did not discard the elements of rationalism, but rather 

added the necessary concomitant of educating one's inherently 

good instincts and emotions, the expression and experience 

of which became a prerequisite to a virtuous, perfect life. 

The practice of the desired virtues was possible solely 

through the application of the rational moral laws, but 

man was truly virtuous only when also his heart led him 

to the same result and self-satisfaction, a good conscience, 

was attained. Gellert's moral system, the practical considera¬ 

tion of which is the object of his novel, is outlined in 

his Moralische Vorlesungen. The basic elements of these 

lectures are love toward God and man, a fulfillment of one's 

duties, and a faith in the final fortunate outcome in a 

total surrender to providence. Gellert recognized, however, 

that man is endowed also with inherently evil drives. This 

demands the necessity of introspection, in order that the 

tools of recognition and reason may be used to suppress 

the evil and cultivate the good, with a resulting change 
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in emphasis from attention to the outer world to one's 

contemplative life.^ Thus a kind of subjectivity is demanded* 

Gellert's concept of sentimentality, i. e*, the acceptance 

of the correct kind of emotion, is deeply grounded in his 

religious beliefs* His concept of virtue is a demand of 

his Christian faith, and the moral laws demand the same 

actions as those required of a religious person. Gellert 

would have ideally combined all movements of his time, could 

he have excluded the necessary recognition of the evil 

instincts, the Christian idea of original sin. This intro¬ 

duces a pessimistic aspect into his system and he must state: 

"Allein so nSthig unsre Bemiihungen sind, so k8nnen wir doch 

nie durch die KrSfte der Vemunft und Natur wahrhaftig 

weise und tugendhaft werden • • • Der Mensch ist von Natur 

krank und verderbt, und kann seine Seele nicht selbst 

heilen und glucklich machen. Wir miissen die Kraft, von 

Herzen tugendhaft zu werden, als Menschen und als Christen 

von dem AllmSchtigen auf dem Wege suchen, den er uns dazu 

angewiesen hat."^ The ability or lack of it to suppress 

evil, especially within one's own heart, becomes the central 

consideration of Gellert's novel. 

2 
Hans M. Wolff. Die Weltanschauung der deutschen Auf- 

klSrung (Bern, 19^9), p. 183. 

3 Christian Furchtegott Gellerts sammtliche Schriften. 
ed. J. A. Schlegel and G. L. Heyer (Leipzig, 1769-1784), 
VII (1770), 606. — This edition will hereafter be cited 
as Schriften. 
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II. Gellert's views on structure and purpose 

in literature 

In a letter Gellert expresses pride in the artistic 

composition of his novel, suggesting it is not to be considered 

solely for its instructional value* “Fur zwo Stickereyen 

von Ihren Handen, schicke ich Ihnen zwey Bucher von den 

meinigent einen Catechismus und einen Roman. Wenn Sie der 

letzte verderbt* so soli Sie der erste unmittelbar wieder 

bessern. Sie lachen? Wollen Sie mir etwan dadurch sagen, 

dass ich mir diese Sorge nicht machen durftei dass mein 

Roman selber ein Catechismus wSre? Ey, ey, Jungfer Muhme, 

das was zu boshaft gelacht! So beissend hat mich noch 

kein Mensch kritisiret."^ And a conversation with King 

Friedrich II. gives Gellert another opportunity to assert 

his ability as a writer, this time in connection with his 

fables, for which he was popular at the time. To Friedrich's 

question* "Hat Er den La Fontaine gelesen?", Gellert answers* 

"Ja, Ihre MajestSt, aber nicht nachgeahmtj ich bin ein 

Original."^ 

* “69. Brief," Schriften. IV (1769), 226. 

^ Alessandro Pellegrini, "Die Krise der Aufklarung: Das 
dichterische Werk von Christian Fiirchtegott Gellert und die 
Gesellschaft seiner Zeit," trans. Christoph I. Gassner, 
Literaturwissenschaftliches Jahrbuch der Gorres-Gesellschaft, 
Neue Folge, VII (1966), 68. This meeting took place on 
December 11, 1?60, and is discussed in some detail by Wolfgang 
Becker, "Geben Sie uns nur Frieden, Siret--GeHerts Unter- 
redung mit Friedrich II. von Preussen," Goethe-Almanach 
auf das Jahr 1968 (1967), pp. 135-154. 
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The effect that structural and stylistic devices can 

have upon the reader was well recognized hy Gellert, as 

can be seen in his essay, Praktische Abhandlung von dem 

guten Geschmacke in Brie fen.^ Dieter Kimpel proposes that 

this essay actually develops "eine bislang kaum beachtete 

Prosa-Theorie"J Since the essay was published just three 

years after the novel, Kimpel suggests that the theory 

may be a consequence of Gellert's work on his novel.® Two 

quotations, the first from the essay and the second from 

the novel, give support to this suggestion: 

So erzShlen, dass man die Sache nicht allein versteht, 
sondern dass man glaubt, sie selbst zu sehen, und ein 
Zeuge davon zu seyn, dass heisst lebhaft erzahlen.9 

Ich weiss, dass es eine von den Haupttugenden einer 
guten Art zu erzShlen ist, wenn man so erzShlt, dass 
die Leser nicht die Sache zu lesen, sondern selbst 
zu sehen glauben .... 6 * * 9 10 

It can be expected that the structure of Gellert's 

novel shows little complexity in technique. There are 

three basic reasons: first, Gellert consciously writes 

6 Schriften. IY (1769), 3-96. 

? Per Roman der AufklSrung (Stuttgart, 1967), p. 74. 

® Ibid., p. 77. Gellert's novel was published in 1747/ 
1748, and the essay was first published in 1751. 

9 Schriften. IV (1769), 78. 

"Das Leben der schwedischen GrSfin von G • . • '*, Die 
burgerliche Gemeinschaftskultur der vierziger Jahre in 
Deutsche Literatur . . . _in Entwicklungsreihen. ed. Fritz 
Bruggemann, Reihe AufklSrung (Leipzig, 1933), V, 208. 
Future references to the novel will be to this edition. 
The page numbers will be given in parentheses directly 
following the quotation. 
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for the non-leamed reader* he wants to instill learning 

through sentiment not persuasion* and third, his theoretical 

writings emphasize clarity and brevity in favor of narrative 

complexity.1* The members of German society, who at the 

time had little opportunity for formal education, the 

"Burger" and even the "Volk", are the objects of his com¬ 

positions. An event, which created a big impression on 

Gellert himself and which led him to write one of his most 

beautiful letters, occurred when he found an edition of 

his Fabeln und ErzShlungen in the hands of a "Holzbauer"«12 

Especially, however, Gellert was trying to reach the class 

of the "Burger". This class did not have the capabilities 

as yet to assert itself politically, but it could be and 

wanted to representative of the moral and aesthetic culture 

of the country. J Pellegrini suggests that a new popular 

philosophy arose, which was greatly influenced by Gellert's 

lk 
moral lectures and by his novel. This philosophy satis¬ 

fied the yearning of large segments of German people for 

independence in the expression of sentiment, for a rational 

family and social order, and for a stronger faith in 

11 Schriften, IV (I769), 77. 

12 "14. Brief," Schriften. IV (1769)» 128-130. 

*3 Karl Vietor, Deutsches Dichten und Denken von der 
AufklSrung bis zum Realismus (Berlin. 1958), p. 23. 

14 P. 85. 
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God.1^ 

An often quoted verse from a Gellert fable .summarizes 

very simply the purpose in his literary approach* 

Dem, der nicht viel Verstand besitzt, 
Die Y/ahrheit, durch ein Bild, zu sagen. 

Teaching can be accomplished through the arousal of feelings, 

through stimulating correct emotional reactions by example. 

A high degree of knowledge, or ability to understand an 

abstractly philosophical approach to any particular problem 

is not a prerequisite. As Markwardt states it* "Dichtung 

soil erziehen, soil bilden, nicht nur belehren."*? Thus 

we have a reflection of Gellert's goal of instilling a 

virtuous feeling into the human heart. In one of his lectures 

Gellert poses the rhetorical question about the person who 

reads works of arts "Wird ihn nicht sein Herz, durch die 

schbnen Wissenschaften zur Empfindung des Schonen und Guten 

gewohnt, in seinen Handlungen, in seinen GesprSchen, kurz, 

in alien Verrichtungen seines Lebens, wird es ihn hier 

nicht eben so • • • durch eine geheime Stimme lehren, was 

... gut und wohlanstandig, was zu viel und was zu wenig 

sey?"18 

Pellegrini, p. 72. 

^ "Die Biene und die Henne," Schriften, I (1769), 70. 

^ Bruno Markwardt, Geschichte der deutschen Poetik. 5 vols. 
(Berlin, 1956), II (Aufklarung, Rokoko, Sturm und Drang), 156. 

18 Schriften. V (1769), 83. 
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In his previously mentioned essay concerning letters 

Gellert discusses specifically those letters which are 

total narration. Therefore, his ideas concerning narration 

in letters can easily be transferred to narration in general. 

He states* 

Wir wollen nicht bloss wissen, was vorgegangen ist, 
sondem oft auch, wie es erfolgt ist. Wir wollen 
eine Sache in den UmstSnden wissen, durch die sie 
eine Begebenheit geworden isti allein wir wollen 
sie auch bald wissen, und nichts hbren, was nicht 
zur Sache beytrSgt. Aus diesem Grunde entstehen 
die Haupttugenden der ErzShlung, die Deutlichkeit 
und die Kurze. Diese beiden Regeln zu vereinigen, 
ist die Kunst im ErzShlen. Man muss.,. • • nicht 
mehr Worte brauchen, als n8thig ist.1' 

Gellert*s novel is comparatively shorter than the represen¬ 

tative novels of his time, which indicates that he follows 

this rule almost to the point of overdoing it. He enjoys 

putting as many thoughts as possible into few words, because 

in doing so, a greater impact is created. As indicated 

by a comment he makes concerning a letter, "Deswegen dachte 

ich in wenig Worten viel, und darum gefiel mir der Gedanke,"20 

the necessity to relate many thoughts at once is pleasing 

not only to the thought processes, but tends even to filter 

itself into the emotions. This shows the interrelationship 

and often inseparability of these two functions for Gellert. 

Certain features are required in a narrative so that 

19 Schriften. IV (1769), 77-78. 
20 

Schriften, IV (1769), 27 
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the reader can experience a related situation and not merely 

read iti 

Dieses geschieht durch die kleinen GemSlde, die man 
im ErzShlen von den Umstanden, Oder Personen, entwirft, 
insonderheit wenn man die Personen zuweilen selbst 
reden lSsst, und uns dadurch mit ihrem Charakter 
bekannt macht. Man redet oft selbst im ErzShlen 
den Andern an, und fragt ihn, wie wir bey einer Sache 
zu thun pflegen, . • • Man antwortet sich? man streut 
kleine Betrachtungen ein, die uns unser Witz, Oder 
unsre Belesenheit hergeben. Alles dieses am rechten 
Orte, mit Anstandigkeit, nicht zu haufig, kurz, so 
thun, dass alles • • • zur Anmuth der Geschichte 
unentbehrlich gewesen zu seyn scheint, dieses ist 
das Verdienst der Erzahlung.21 

However, a novelist should not relate every situation by 

using the same stylistic devices or formulas. "Die Sachen 

selbst, nachdem sie wichtig, Oder nicht wichtig, weitlSufig, 

Oder kurz, traurig, Oder lustig sind, verlangen immer 

anders erzShlt zu werden."22 

Rules for expression play an important role for Gellert: 

"Sie lehren uns die Genauigkeit und Feinheit, damit wir 

das Ueberfliissige, das Grobe, vermeiden. Sie lehren uns 

die Farben, die sich zu unsem GegenstSnden schicken, die 

Schreibart, die unsrer Materie, dem Charakter der Werke, 

insbesondre anstSndig ist? den Ton, mit dem wir unsre 

Empfindungen angeben, und in Andern erwecken sollen."23 

However, one never reaches the standards of art through 

21 Schriften, IV (1769), 78. 

22 Schriften. IV (1769)» 79. 

23 Schriften, V (1769), 160 
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faithful adherence to rules. If they, in fact, are followed 

too closely, they can be a hindrance to accomplishment. 

Gellert is fully aware of the fact, "dass die erste Regel 

in der Poesie diese sey: Man muss Genie habent“2^ Genius 

proceeds from man's nature. Rules could only be derived 

from what originally was natural expression. Unless one 

has the unique subjective gift of genius, he cannot become 

an author who narrates naturally and at the same time 

spiritedly. 

Thus, when narrating, the scope should be as limited 

as possible but yet fulfill the author's purposes. Form 

and content are to be interrelated and certain standards 

of composition should be followed. But they must not be 

adherred to slavishly, because that would distort the 

natural flow of the narration. 

Gellert uses predominantly one narrator in his novel, 

who is supported by the insertion of letters, and he adds 

two secondary narrators. He chooses a woman as his main 

narrator, a countess. He says about woman: "Sie ist ausser 

der Stunde ihres Affekts in den Augenblicken, wenn sie er- 

zShlt, Oder scherzt, eben so lebhaft in ihren Vorstellungen, 

eben so fruchtbar an Bildern, eben so naif bey Kleinigkeiten."25 

It can be safely assumed that Gellert chose a female nar- 

Schriften. V (1769), 169. 

25 Schriften, IV (1769), 63-64 
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rator to increase the sentimental effect of his novel? 

however, as will be demonstrated, he does not allow all 

the spontaneity that this statement would insinuate. He 

comes closer to this sentimental expression in his secondary 

female narrator, Amalia. 

Letters play an important role in Gellert's work. 

His essay states that letters are to take the place of a 

conversation D and should therefore be natural and lively. 

But they should exclude "grosse Gedanken"which for 

Gellert contrast with the liveliness desired. "Ob gleich 

alle Briefe naturlich seyn sollens so mussen es doch die am 

2 ft meisten seyn, in welchen ein gewisser Affekt herrscht." 

When a person is moved by his emotions, his heart writes 

the letter? if in these circumstances the emotions are 

controlled through reason, the letter becomes stilted. 

This emotional expression is demonstrated by sections of 

some letters and by some entire letters in the novel. As 

speech is affected by emotional experience, so must the 

style of the letter reflect this, by being unusually 

forceful or lacking in continuity. It becomes impossible 

to follow a rational order. 

Considering Gellert's own application of his proposed 

26 Schriften. IV (1769), 4. 
2? Schriften. IV (I769), 26. 
28 Schriften. IV (1769), 64. 
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techniques, Johann Andreas Cramer, Gellert's friend and 

biographer, gives this reason for his one attempt at writing 

a novels "Gellert wollte also einen Versuch machen, ob er 

diesen so anziehenden Werken des Geschmacks mehr Ernst, 

mehr Wiirde, und zugleich mehr Nutzlichkeit geben konnte, 

als die gewShnlichen Romanen haben, und schrieb 1746 seine 

schwedische Graf inn. "^9 Gellert realized that novels were 

not highly respected works of art, which is one reason 

probably why he first published his novel anonymously, 

but at the same time he hoped to produce an admirable 

example, so the reading public could realize the potential 

of this art form. As a result of his attempts Germany 

received its first psychological novel and its first novel 

which dealt with problems of the time. Gellert's interest 

in his novel did not end with its publication. He continued 

to make improvements throughout his lifetime.^ Gellert's 

desire to make structural revisions, his hopes to raise 

the value of the novel for society, his considerable concern 

with structural aspects and their alliance with content 

29 Schriften. X (1784), 62. 
30 

Fritz Behrend, ed. "Einleitung," Gellerts Werket Auswahl 
in zwei Teilen (Berlin) [1910], 2. Teil, p. 20. 

31 Jorg-Ulrich Fechner, ed. "Nachwort," Leben der schwedischen 
Grafin von G, by Christian Furchtegott Gellert (Stuttgart, 
1968), p. 1^3* 
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implies that he would choose a suitable structural frame, 

within which to present the philosophical, instructional 

and sentimental elements of his novel. Kurt May recognizes 

Gellert's desire for simplicity in composition, but he exag¬ 

gerates his point when he states for Gellert's literary 

creations in general: "Form ist nur ubergeworfenes 

Gewand • . • . ”32 Kay faiis to realize when discussing 

Schwedische Grafin that he has discovered the concept 

which determines the entire structural frame of the novel, 

an analysis of which reveals Gellert's purposes and the 

basic content of his work. That concept is abstraction. 

"In dem Wie der Darstellung kommt die Lehrhaftigkeit, kommt 

der eine, der rationalistische Grundzug des Romans verschieden- 

artig zum Ausdruck, in einer bald zunehmenden, bald abnehmenden 

AnnSherung an die reine Abstraktion. Man konnte ein kleines 

System von Abstufungen hierin erkennen."^ This concept 

of abstraction can be applied to Schwedische GrSfin in 

its entirety. 

Abstraction shall mean the degree to which the reader 

of the novel is or is not allowed to participate in the 

fictional experiences and emotions of the characters. 

Various degrees of abstraction are evident throughout the 

novel, but the extreme is reached when the reader must 

32 Das Weltbild in Gellerts Dichtung (Frankfurt, 1928) p. 13. 

33 Ibid., p. 51. 



withdraw totally from the story and reflect on what he 

has read in its relation to his own experience. 

III. Structural analysis 

A. General structure of the novel. Gellert wrote 

his novel, Leben der schwedischen Grafin von G., in two 

parts and published it in consecutive years, 1747/17^8.3** 

The first part consists of a fictional autobiography, into 

which occasional letters are inserted. The second part 

contains letters and reports, which are related by the 

narrator precisely as told to her by other characters 

in the novel. These replace the autobiographical orientation 

until near the end of Part Two. The resulting difference 

in content and emphasis, which is predicated on the change 

in structure, occurs between the two parts. 

The two most important prototypes for this work have 

been established as Johann Gottfried Schnabel's Die Insel 

Felsenburg and Samuel Richardson's Pamela? or. Virtue 

3 5 rewarded.-^ In his novel, however, Gellert makes it clear 

3^ Fritz Bruggemann, Gellerts Schwedische Grafin: Der 
Roman der Welt- und Lebensanschauung des vorsubjektivistischen 
Burgertums (Aachen. 1925), p. 9. Fechner (p. 162) points 
out that the actual date of publication is not certain. The 
first part could have appeared as early as 1746. It has 
been noted already that Cramer states that the novel was 
written in 1?46. No copy of the first edition is now 
known to be in existence. 

35 Elisabeth Kretschmer, Gellert als Romanschriftsteller 
(Breslau, 1902), pp. 11, 29. 
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that his book is not to be viewed by the reader as an 

"Abenteuerroman", as is Schnabel's work. The first edition 

explicitly states that the readers, who are well acquainted 

with novels of the time, will probably not believe that 

no one attempted to abduct the heroine as she journeyed 

to Sweden for her wedding (168). V/hen the novel was re¬ 

published in 1750, Gellert had made some changes in this 

section.^ It is likely that he no longer believed it 

necessary to make a distinct separation from the more common 

type novel so obvious. Another very general indication 

that we are not dealing with an "Abenteuerroman" is the 

limited length of the work and a very definite absense 

of the desire to narrate the past experiences of more than 

a select number of characters. And when such a narration 

occurs, it is not superfluous to the- author's other in¬ 

tentions. An example would be the additional attention 

given to Steeley's activities. Gellert's use of letters 

results from his admiration for Richardson, in whom he 

recognized a combination of religious virtue and senti- 
37 mentality. 

Part One of the novel will be discussed first, in 

order to demonstrate how individual structural techniques 

3^ Fechner, p. 15^* Fechner uses the edition of 1?50, 
but he indicates text changes in his notes• He assumes 
that Bruggemann made use of the first edition. 

37 Schriften, VI (1?70), 258. 
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such as the use of a narrator, episodal division, moralizing 

elements, foreshadowing, and letters establish varying 

degrees of abstraction* The basic techniques of Part Two 

are not significantly different, but the extent to which 

they are used and their interrelationship contribute to 

the observable differences* 

B* Analysis of Part One of the novel* The narrator 

of the novel is the countess. Through her, Gellert controls 

the order of narration and the moments at which the letters 

and reports are inserted* Choosing the form of a fictional 

autobiography as the primary narrative perspective immediate¬ 

ly establishes an attitude* It removes the reader from 

a degree of active emotional participation in the occur¬ 

rences, since it is known that they are being related 

considerably later than they happened* “Das erzahlende 

Ich ist seit seinen Erlebnissen, die den Inhalt der Geschichte 

bilden, innerlich gewachsen, reifer, einsichtiger geworden 

und vermag nun sein fruheres Yerhalten von einem hoheren 

moralischen, religiosen, sozialen Oder humanitaren Stand- 

punkt zu begreifen und zu beurteilen. Auch dort, wo keine 

drastische Lebenswandlung vollzogen wird, bleibt das Ver- 

hSltnis zwischen erzahlendem und erlebendem Ich ein ent- 

scheidendes Element des Sinngefiiges des Ich-Romans * * * , *• 38 

Franz K. Stanzel, Typische Formen des Romans (Gottingen. 
1964), p. 32. 
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The countess makes her removal in time obvious early in 

her narration when she states: "Und diesen Begriffen . • • 

habe ich's bei reifern Jahren zu verdanken gehabt, dass 

ich die Tugend nie als eine beschwerliche Burde, sondern 

als die angenehmste GefShrtin betrachtet habe, die uns 

die Reise durch die Welt erleichtern hilft" (165) • Two 

important effects of this state of reminiscence on the 

part of the countess should be noted: the narrator is not 

omniscient, and she can therefore relate only what she 

knows; and she has a certain knowledge she considers generally 

applicable. Both add to the level of abstraction. Limita¬ 

tions of her knowledge make it impossible for her to relate 

experiences and emotions precisely, especially those of 

other characters. In addition, she has a certain view 

of existence, which guides her approach to narration. 

Specifically, she wants to demonstrate the value of a 

virtuous life. There is no part of the novel which is 

not filtered through one of the characters, thus a degree 

of abstraction is achieved throughout. 

The characters of Gellert's novel are chiefly non¬ 

changing entities. As the novel progresses the reader 

is allowed to discover facets of their personalities as 

the course of the plot allows different reactions to occur. 

The purpose of the novel is stated by the countess as just 

this: "Es wird am besten sein, wenn ich mich weder lobe 
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noch tadle und es auf die Gerechtigkeit der Leser ankommen 

lasse, was sie sich aus meiner Geschichte fur einen Begriff 

von meiner Gemutsart machen wollen" (166)* In general, 

characters are either good examples to be emulated or 

represent a bad quality to be spumed. Kurt May indicates 

that there are some character changes evidents the countess 

in her childhood, Marianne, Amalia and Steeley.39 Certainly 

they develop, but basically there is no change. They and 

the reader are simply becoming more aware of the inherent 

possibilities of these characters for emotional or moral 

expression. More relevant change is to be sought in minor 

characters: Wid, the Russian priest, the prince and Dormund. 

All of these knowingly engage themselves in evil acts 

and later go through a positive change. Transformations 

are generally a result of emotional or moral recognition. 

The possibility for such change is not a newly acquired 

characteristic? the characters are beginning to put the 

demands of conscience into practice. Only one character 

deteriorates: Marianne. Through her suicide she breaks 

a moral and religious lav/, after which the countess can 

only say: MIch dachte an Mariannens Schicksal in der andern 

Y/elt." (205) 

"Der Roman fuhrt uns mehr als vierzig Einzelpersonen 

vor Augen, von denen auch wieder mehr als die HSlfte im 

39 p. 55 
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Verlauf der Handlung sterben miissen, ein offenkundiges Zeichen 

dafiir, dass der Autor ausserhalb seiner Hauptgestalten 

Situationen erproben will • • . • The dominant struc¬ 

tural pattern of Part One is the sequence of almost totally 

isolated episodes. Within the structure of one family and 

the happenings bound to it, those of birth, education, 

friendship, love, marriage and death, extreme situations 

are presented to test social and moral reactions of the 

41 
characters. Reflecting the structure of the "Abenteuer- 

roman", these episodes exhibit little continuity other 

than in the participation of the same characters throughout, 

and little attempt is made at fusing them even grammatically: 

connecting sentences and phrases are almost non-existent. 

Since the structure is not one of continuity and inter¬ 

dependence of the scenes presented, no climax can be reached. 

This suggests that the author wants to investigate a multi¬ 

plicity of moral possibilities, which are not to be fused 

to reach one specific truth. 

The episodes in themselves contribute very little 

to the level of abstraction, but usually assume a position 

of relatively decreased abstraction in comparison with 

the interspersed philosophizing, moralizing, and generalizing 

elements. The episodal structure is not "im ganzen eine 

40 
Fechner, pp. I7I-I72. 

41 Ibid., p. 171. 
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J[i O 
Aneinanderreihung moralisch vorbildlicher Handlungsweisen."^ 

Especially in Part One the opposite is often true. No 

one is to engage in "Verfiihrungsversuche, Doppelehe, Blut- 
kQ 

schande, Nonnenraub”• No one is expected to emulate 

Marianne, Dormund or the prince. Only in the statements 

which reap the truths, which produce the "moral of the 

story" is there a suggestion as to how the reader might 

react in a similar situation, or what kind of attitude 

should be assumed toward the acts committed. It has been 

suggested that the main characters, the countess, the count 

and Herr R. are the exemplary figures. To a great extent 

they are, but each character fails at least once to live 

up to Gellert's ideal. Each character does fail. Caroline 

talks to Marianne too soon after the discovery of the 

alarming situation and serves only to worsen matters. 

Herr R. has failed to educate Carlson to accept his fate. 

This is an expression of Gellert's idea of evil; no one 

can escape it completely. There are only varying degrees 

of success in repressing it. The countess, in her position 

of reminiscence, can be viewed as an agent asserting the 

ideal, and she herself seems to take little interest in 

the actual occurrences. These are almost presented as 

examples upon which to base her generalities of moral truth. 

May, p. 

Behrend, 2. Teil, p. 12. 
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It is these general statements which show almost total 

abstraction* "Die zahlreichen Maximen, Reflexionen und 

ausgesponnenen Betrachtungen, die in Rede Oder Schrift 

erscheinen, wirken in ihrem Zusammenhang haufig als reine 

Abstraktion • • • • Because of these abstract portions 

of the novel the reader at times could be reading a hand¬ 

book on popular moral philosophy or a catechism, even 

though Gellert would not like to have this suggestion 

applied to his novel as a whole. 

The exemplary or philosophical character of the work 

is presented in various manners. An entire scene can be 

devoted to an exemplary action, such as occurs, for instance, 

when the old count dies. He specifically states that he 

intends to give an example of how one can die happily, 

when one's life has passed rationally and virtuously. 

He gives away money, discusses the equality of mankind, 

offers his thanks to God, and gives this advice, which 

is a summary of Gellert's approach to life: "Liebt getreu 

und geniesst das Leben, das uns die Vorsehung zum Vergnugen 

und zur Ausubung der Tugend geschenkt hat" (1?7). This 

is one of the few moral statements which the countess 

allows a character other than herself to utter. This is 

also the only entire episode of Part One devoted to example. 

Portions of other scenes can be viewed as such, for example, 

44 Way, p. 51 
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the wedding ceremony of the count and countess. Dialog 

is permitted in a few other places to express morals, usually 

by Herr R. "Wer sich sch&mt ... einen Menschen vernunftig 

und tugendhaft zu machen, weil er geringe ist, der verdient 

nicht, ein Mensch zu sein" (179). "Eine recht zufriedene 

Ehe bleibt nach alien Ausspruchen der Vernunft die grbsste 

Gliickseligkeit des gesellschaftlichen Lebens" (187). 

An immediate reaction to difficult situations which 

could be followed by the reader as an example does not 

occur. During the Marianne episode no one acts positively 

until some time has passed. Not until Herr R. suggests 

that the clergy might sanction the marriage, finally acting 

out of concern for the young couple instead of forcing upon 

them a rational approach they could not obey, is progress 

made. Also following the count’s return, Herr R. retreats 

to solitude for some time, before he makes his decision 

to leave. 

The countess often describes exemplary action. This 

happens when she and Herr R. give away their money, and 

also when she describes the conduct of the count in their 

marriage. Such sections are presented as if they were 

simply the relation of a personal experience, but they 

almost take on the status of a treatise concerning the 

subjectAnother example is the introduction, in which 

45 Kay, p. 51 
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the countess, under the pretense of describing how she was 

raised and educated, actually develops a generally applicable 

method of education. The extreme in abstraction in this vein 

follows her marriage with Herr R. Here she deserts her 

individual situation almost entirely. Her marriage is 

only the instigating element for a treatise on marriage, 

which becomes so general, she no longer relates it to herself 

except to suggest that these are her abstract ideas. She 

makes it obvious that she has knowingly strayed from her 

story by beginning the following paragraph with:"Ich komme 

wieder zu meiner Geschichte" (190). 

The episodal structure of presenting a series of 

trying situations does not often lead to a summarizing moral 

to end each episode in the style of Gellert's fables. In 

fact, it is rather infrequent. In a strict sense this 

happens only twice in the first part of the novel. One 

instance follows Marianne's farewell letter from Carlsons 

"Man durfte fast sagen, wer lauter Gluck hatte, der hatte 

gar keines" (201). The second follows Marianne's suicide: 

"Es ist gewiss, dass der Beistand der Religion in Ungliicks- 

fSllen eine unglaubliche Kraft hat" (206). 

By far the predominant technique of moralizing and 

generalizing, which causes the whole of Part One to be quite 

abstract, is the countess' habit of strewing general state¬ 

ments, phrases and at times even single words into any 
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part of her narration. When discussing Florentine, the 

daughter of their host in Amsterdam, she says: "Und wenn 

man die Wahl hat, oh man ein schones Frauenzimmer, das 

nicht artig ist, Oder ein artiges, das nicht schon ist, 

lieben soil, so wird man sich leicht fur das letzte ent- 

schliessen" (20?). Immediately preceding the certain 

identification of Marianne, this statement is inserted: 

"Eine Nachricht, von der uns die Gewissheit erschreckt 

und das Gegenteil erfreut, mag noch so wahrscheinlich 

sein, als sie will, so sind wir doch sinnreich genug, sie 

zweifelhaft zu machen" (194). These statements represent 

also another abstracting device, the use of the first 

person plural or the impersonal forms. In such a manner 

the reader is frequently drawn into contemplating the 

situation at hand for its general application. Other 

similar situations result through the countess' use of 

"Leserinnen" or "Manches FrSulein". Other than the assump 

tion that the reader is feminine there is a double effect 

produced. Whereas all of these inserted words and state¬ 

ments remove the reader from participation in the actual 

story, they are an attempt at the same time to engage 

the reader's emotional response through guiding her or 

him to self contemplation. However, the frequency of the 

countess' application of this device not only interrupts 

the continuity of the actual narration, but it destroys 
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to a great extent a reader's emotional involvement with 

the characters, since the reader's emotions are already 

self engaged. One's own reality becomes the concern instead 

of the fictional reality of the novel. Such a device for 

abstraction is, however, fulfilling Gellert's educational 

purpose adequately. It is interesting to note that the 

countess cannot refrain from her generalizing even in her 

note to Herr R. declaring her love. "... was geht 

die Verniinftigen die Ungleichheit des Standes an?" (188) 

Frequently the countess' statements of generalization 

relate to her act of narration or manner of expression. 

These do not vary too much in effect from those just dis¬ 

cussed. Immediately following the count's farewell letter 

to her the countess states: "Die Sprachen sind nie Srmer, 

als wenn man die gewaltsamen Leidenschaften der Liebe und 

des Schmerzes ausdrucken will" (180). The inability to 

express oneself coherently is a repeated occurrence, es¬ 

pecially on the part of the countess. It happens when she 

first sees Carlson, during the Marianne episode and following 

the count's return. Gellert does not lack the ability to 

accurately relate a character's psychological state? in 

fact, in Part Two he often includes a character's inner 

reactions. Here he is still concerned with relating the 

the happenings directly to the reader; through imagining 

the situation, the reader can feel the emotions as related 
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to his own experience* Gellert believes emotional effects 

require a special type of expression; his usual technique 

is staccato-like speech or an inability to speak, resulting 

in gestures. 

Repetition is a frequently applied technique, such 

as the shedding of tears to represent an emotional state, 

the repeated occurrence of periods of peace, and the repetition 

of the motif of love. The division between episodes is not 

accomplished through moralizing, but by periods of quiet. 

Periods of peaceful subjective contemplation allow a person 

to prepare for the trying situations. Evil within a person 

must be dealt with individually. When it is suppressed 

subjectively, there is a possibility of eliminating incorrect 

actions objectively. Gellert writes this to a friend who 

has just arrived in Paris and has spent his first days in 

contemplation instead of enjoying the citys "Also werden 

Sie fragen, haben Sie es mit Vergniigen gelesen, dass ich die 

erste Zeit uber so tiefsinnig in Paris gewesen bin? Ja, das 

hat mich erfreut. Ein leeres Herz wurde gleich eingenommen, 

gleich entziickt und hingerissen worden seyn. Aber Ihres 

waffnete sich erst mit Ernst und Nachdenken, urn sich der 

Freude desto ruhiger und sichrer zu uberlassen, urn sie zu 

wahlen und nicht urn sie blindlings zu verfolgen."^ Thus, 

^ Christian Filrchtegott Gellerts Briefe, nebst einigen 
damit verwandten Briefe seiner Freunde, ed. J. A. Schlegel 
and G. L. Heyer, 2 vols. in one (Leip'nitz, 1775), I, 57. 
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often repeated statements are found in the novel such ass 

"Wir lebten wieder ruhig." 

The motive of love in a positive or negative form 

instigates almost every action of the novel. The prince's 

passion for the countess and his pursuit "ist also auch 

in der 'Schwedischen GrSfin' der Hebei, der die aussere 

Handlung des Romans mechanisch in Bewegung setzt,"^ The 

power of love will not allow Marianne and Carlson to recognize 

each other as siblings, it incites Dormund to murder, and 

it leads to the countess' double marriage. Dormund expresses 

the pessimistic aspect of the drive when he writes: "0 Gott, 

wozu kann einen nicht die Liebe verleiten!" (204) Almost 

all possible forms of love are represented or at least 

suggested. Love toward God is a prerequisite of Gellert's 

virtuous life. Brotherly love or love toward one's fellow 

man becomes evident when aid is given to the less fortunate, 

and it is also an element of virtue, in that it represents 

one aspect of the fulfillment of a person's duties. The 

countess' treatise on marriage reflects Gellert's idea of 

love between a man and a woman. Placing major emphasis 

on either physical or spiritual love is scorned as unreal. 

Gellert finds the only true love in a fusion of both aspects, 

and suggests that love between married people should be 

nourished by a continuing considerate attitude toward the 

47 Bruggemann, p. 14 
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needs of one's partner. Gellert has chosen the instinct 

of love in order to represent the powers of good and evil. 

The time element as a structural technique is very 

unimportant for Gellert. Many time references are given, 

but they do not always coincide. This is especially evident 

if one attempts to determine the ages of Marianne and Carlson 

at the time of the Marianne episode. Marianne is sixteen 

and Carlson must be at least twenty-two. He could not 

have been more than five when the countess first saw him, 

and Marianne was born previous to this. Also the count 

is gone ten years, but an addition of time references during 

the countess' stay in Holland while he was absent results 

in more than ten years• 

A structural component used in varying ways by the 

author is that of foreshadowing. The first type to be 

considered is a statement which summarizes the content. 

of what is to follow. This is very prominent in three 

places: previous to the countess' first marriage, before 

the letter of proposal from the count is presented, and 

when Carlson dies. Such a statement necessarily increases 

abstraction, since the possibility for the reader to parti¬ 

cipate along with the characters is removed. The section 

preceding the count's letter, in fact, presents three 

elements of abstraction, two sentences of content summary 

and a generalizing statement: "Ich was sechzehn Jahre alt, 
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da ich an den schwedischen Grafen von G. verheiratet wurde."- 

" . • • und der ganze Inhalt seines Briefes bestund darin, 

ob ich mich entschliessen konnte, seine Gemahlin zu werden 

und ihm nach Schweden zu folgen."—“Der Verstand tut nicht 

viel dabei, sondern das Herz redet meistens allein" (166). 

Since the emotional impact which the letter must have had 

for a sixteen year old girl is removed for the reader, 

the countess is showing the correct rational approach. 

But at the same time she does present the letter, so the 

entire emotional beauty of the matter is not lost. However, 

within the letter the boundaries of Gellert's sentimentality 

are not observed when the count states* "Ich gestehe Ihnen 

aufrichtig, dass ich mich bemiiht habe, Sie zu vergessen, 

weil es die Umstande in meinem Vaterlande verlangten • • • • 

(I67) The count is violating his good conscience. 

A more common type of foreshadowing is the simple 

hint of something to come. Two examples are the indications 

of the prince's vengeance and a preparatory sentence pre¬ 

ceding the count's return from Russia. These hints have 

just the opposite effect of those just discussed* Through 

anticipation the reader is drawn into the action, resulting 

in a decreased abstraction. 

There are some episodes for which the reader is not 

prepared and about which he receives information along 

with the characters. These are episodes also in which 
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the main characters fail in applying their rational and 

religious ideals, since strong emotion often will not he 

compromised with them. The preparation period of quiet 

contemplation is not present. Neither the characters 

nor the reader have had the opportunity to arm themselves• 

One of these is the Dormund episode. Herr R. and the countess 

fail through their prayers and singing in preventing Dormund 

from revealing his act of murder to Marianne, which leads 

to her suicide. 

The longest and most moving episode, at least of Part 

One, the story of Carlson and Marianne, is handled in the 

same manner. V/hen the countess and Herr R. go to visit 

the younger couple, the narration is dominated by the 

calm description of the beauty of their love in the countess' 

usual rhetorical style. We hear that the characters are 

wondering about Marianne's background. The unexpected 

return of Andreas brings this hint to the reader immediately 

preceding the revelation of her identity also to the charac¬ 

ters: "Aber wollte der Himmel, dass wir ihn in unserm Leben 

nicht gesehen hatten!" (192) Until the moment when Andreas 

positively identifies Marianne as the daughter of Caroline, 

the reader experiences the tense hope along with the people 

themselves. It is difficult to believe that this episode 

was anything other than one of the most important for 

Gellert. So many of the episodes are almost totally isolated 
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from previous experience. In preparation for this very 

episode, however, Caroline and her relationship to the count, 

Herr R.'s education of Carlson, Carlson's choosing to be 

a soldier, and Caroline mentioning that she had a daughter 

are all necessary ingredients. Such preparation, elaborate 

for the novel, is not to be ignored. This scene is by far 

the least abstract of the first part, because moralizing 

elements are less frequent and dialog is more frequent, 

and it is the only scene of the entire novel which shows 

people totally incapable of regaining an acceptable degree 

of control over the demands of their emotions. These 

people must die. This is Gellert's assertion that total 

disregard of his controlled philosophy of life leads to 

destruction. 

Dialog, which is a device for reducing abstraction 

and increasing reader involvement, is used infrequently. 

There are numerous uses of direct quotes, but often they 

take on the character of a monolog, an example of this 

being the speech of the count's father previous to his 

death. The doctor also speaks, but his one statement 

acts only as a catalyst. A quote of one sentence is often 

thrown into the narration, but seldom does this have any 

effect on the level of abstraction. There are places 

where one person speaks and the other answers with gestures, 

which is the usual communication between the count and 
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countess and is especially noticeable just after his return. 

The count speaks and actually is a much more real person¬ 

ality than the countess. Items of speech occur frequently 

with a lack of continuity in the exchange of information. 

This occurs through much of the Marianne episode and is 

very frequent in the second part of the novel. 

The use of dialog as an exchange of information occurs 

extremely infrequently, and when it is employed, a signifi¬ 

cant turning point in the action of the novel occurs. 

There is dialog between the countess and the prince which 

leads to his act of revenge on the count. There is dialog 

between the countess and Herr R. which leads to their 

decision of marriage, or at least to the realization on 

the part of the countess that he is not opposed to the 

idea. Exchange of information between Caroline and Andreas 

instigates the entire Marianne episode. 

Other than dialog which allows the characters to reveal 

their personalities, letters and notes are inserted into 

the first part of Schwedische Grafin for the same purpose. 

The count in his letter of proposal is shown as a person 

who recognizes the conduct expected of him, yet he is 

likely to yield at times to his emotional demands, bringing 

him to the borders of irrationality. Both content and 

structure of his letter are revealing. He immediately 

writes: "Ich liebe Sie." His letter shows little continuity 
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of thought, there are short sentences, questions which he 

answers himself, and exclamations. In this letter Gellert 

gives an early indication of the results when a certain 

"Affekt" rules. At the beginning of the novel this letter, 

placed between very rhetorical sections narrated by the 

countess, presents the contrasts of rationality-irrationality, 

of reason-emotion. 

In contrast to this, Caroline's letter to the count, 

along with that from Herr R. later, is very rational and 

represents the ideal of "Gelassenheit", which Gellert wants 

these two characters to exemplify. Both have been involved 

in activities not contrary to their consciences, but, 

because of other changes, are forced to give up someone 

they love. Both have had the time to contemplate and reach 

the decision which will allow them to retain their self- 

respect. 

Carlson and the count both write farewell letters. 

Carlson writes: "Y/as sieht nicht unsere Vernunft, wieviel 

sieht sie nicht, wenn unsere Leidenschaften stille und 

entkraftet sind!" (200) Thus the emphasis is placed again 

on suppressing the undesired emotions. Only when they 

are controlled, can reason function. Both the count and 

Carlson have one last battle with emotion in their letters. 

C. Concluding summary of Part One. The countess, 

in narrating her story, has carefully controlled the degree 
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of interaction between the characters and the reader. 

She has used more devices to increase rather than reduce 

abstraction. Her purpose is to present an example of a 

virtuous life worthy of emulation, to propound an ideal 

system of rationality and controlled sentimentality. 

The characters of the novel can approach this ideal, only 

when they are withdrawn into their periods of solitude. 

When faced with actual situations, irrationality and a 

lack of control are often the result. The count even 

says to the countess: "Ich konnte mir einbilden, dass 

man Sie bewundern und dass Ihr Herz der Versuchung der 

Lobspruche und Ehrenbezeigung nicht gleich den ersten 

Augenblick widerstehen wurde" (1?8). Thus the countess 

must be separated from spontaneous occurrences to preserve 

her ideal, and in the same manner she separates the reader. 

What she wants to teach conflicts with her subject matter. 

As a contrast to the propounded ideals, the narrator must 

present the dangers of irrationality and uncontrolled 

sentimentality, and in doing so she must prevent the reader 

from experiencing along with the characters, since these 

are not the emotional responses she wishes to arouse in 

a reader. Thus a great quantity of interspersed moralizing 

statements are presented, which lead the reader into the 

right direction. The countess cannot fulfill her purposes 

and yet follow her own suggestion concerning narration: 
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"Ich weiss, dass es eine von den Haupttugenden einer guten 

Art zu erzShlen ist, wenn man so erzahlt, dass die Leser 

nicht die Sache zu lesen, sondern selbst zu sehen glauben, 

und durch eine abgenotigte Empfindung sich unvermerkt 

an die Stelle der Person setzen, welcher die Sache begegnet 

ist. Allein ich zweifle, dass ich diese Absicht erhalten 

werde" (208). This suggestion of the essence of narration 

is followed more closely in the second part of the novel. 

D. Analysis of Part Two of the novel. The second 

part of Schwedische Grafin consists of letters, reports 

and autobiography. The letters and direct reports occupy 

nearly two-thirds of the narration and give Gellert the 

opportunity to explore in greater depth his concept of 

sentimentality. "Die ErzShisituation im Briefroman unter- 

scheidet sich von jener des eigentlichen Ich-Romans durch 

die Verkiirzung Oder Aufhebung der Erzahldistanz. Dadurch 

werden Erlebnis, Gefuhle und Gedanken der Ich-Figuren, 

der Korrespondenten, ganz nahe an den Leser herangebracht 

The letter was often used in novels of the eighteenth 

century to convince the reader of the authenticity of the 

happenings. "Der Brief ist in diesem Roman ein erzahl- 

technisches Mittel, das . . . den Wahrheitscharakter der 

Biographie unterstreichen soli." ^9 Realizing Gellert's 

Stanzel, p. 38. 

^9 Fechner, p. 170. 
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admiration for Richardson, it is reasonable to assume that 

this technique was chosen, since it provides also the best 

opportunity for relating emotions and thoughts to the reader 

with immediacy and not only to make his work seem more 

real • 

Two letters written by the count from Russia are 

presented first? following these is a direct report by 

him covering the final time of his imprisonment. Each 

of these is introduced briefly by the countess. Implying 

a desired participation by the reader she states* "Es 

ist immer, als wenn man mehr Anteil an einer Begebenheit 

nShme, wenn sie der selbst erzShlet, dem sie zugestossen 

ist" (213). Following the count's story the countess 

resumes her narration, which is interrupted by Amalia's 

lengthy report. It will be shown that the structure of 

this part of the novel shows definite decreased abstraction 

in comparison with the first part. 

The characters who appear here are more easily divided 

onto "good" and "bad". The good characters are not perfect? 

they have their faults, as the count mentions about Steeley: 

"Er hat bei einem redlichen und zSrtlichen Herzen gewisse 

Fehler • • • • *' (218) But the reader sympathizes with 

certain positive figures and views other figures as nega¬ 

tive. There are no sympathies aroused for a person, who 

then fails to fulfill expectations, as with Carlson and 
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Marianne• 

The episodal structure of Part One is retained, but 

much less noticeably. The interrupted, isolated effect 

has been replaced by a smoother, more continuous narrative 

style, especially in the letters and reports. An attempt 

to divide them into episodes results in divisions in the 

middle of paragraphs, which are extremely long. Sections 

narrated by the countess fall more easily into episodes. 

Foreshadowing remains a rather common technique. 

In particular, it is used at the beginning of the count's 

letters. He briefly tells the situations in which he finds 

himself and gives a few remarks on how they came about. 

Then he relates his experiences chronologically. Naturally, 

this has the effect of increasing the abstract quality of 

his letters, since the final situation is evident before 

the circumstances leading to it are related. But the 

reader wants also to know how a situation came into existence, 

not just the result. More encompassing is the knowledge 

that he has returned safely even before the letters are 

presented. Some of the impact of his struggles with his 

fate is thus reduced. 

Numerous hints are given to reduce abstraction and 

incite reader interest. It is revealed that Sidne will 

meet some kind of disaster, that misfortune will strike 

during the journey to London, and that the countess will 
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final ly lose the count. Also "before the Jew reappears 

and preceding the arrival of Steeley and Amalia, it is 

hinted that joyful situations will soon take place. 

The use of dialog is extremely frequent throughout 

this part, even to a considerable extent in the countess' 

narration, and it is employed in almost every emotional 

situation, allowing a considerable degree of self-expression 

by the characters. Direct speech also occurs within dialog, 

an extraordinary example of this being the servant's report 

to Amalia of statements made by Steeley (258). Amalia's 

and Steeley's arrival in Holland and the subsequent meeting 

arranged by Andreas make excellent use of dialog to create 

the element of surprise. As the count is describing Steeley 

the Caroline, Andreas leads the guest into the room and 

says: "Sah er etwan wie dieser Herr aus?" (250) In most 

cases there is no doubt that Gellert uses direct quotes, 

as he states in his essay concerning letter writing, to 

bring forth a greater knowledge of a character's personality. 

Moralizing and generalizing statements are very in¬ 

frequent. The general style is the simple act of narration. 

Philosophizing statements occur only in very close rela¬ 

tionship to the topic of interest at the time and usually 

are presented as an utterrance of a character, after he 

has struggled with various avenues of thought and has come 

to his own conclusion. Morals are not superimposed by a 
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narrator with a generally applicable system of morality, 

nor are generalizing statements or words referring to the 

reader as frequently interspersed as before. The count 

in his letters occasionally refers to his wife and thus 

interrupts the narration, but even these interruptions 

are infrequent. Consequently, sections of letters are 

often barely recognizable as such, because of the lack of 

references to the receiver. Since such references are 

absent, the reports and letters take on similar roles. 

But the letters frequently are allowed to reflect more 

of an urgency for emotional satisfaction, since the writer 

is unaware of his future status. 

The basic style that characterizes the count's letters 

from Russia is "the simple rhythmical swing of poise and 

counterpoise."5° The count in not knowing his fate falls 

into periods of dissatisfaction and despair. He sways 

between accepting the destiny God may have chosen for 

him and an often overwhelming desire to know what will 

come or even to have a hand in shaping his own future. 

This spirit of contradiction he assigns to Steeley: "Seine 

Widerspruche kommen aus einer Fiille des Geistes und der 

Lebhaftigkeit, aus einer Liebe zur Freiheit im Denken . . • 

und aus einem tfberflusse der Aufrichtigkeit und leicht 

aufwallender Empfindungen her" (219). It originates as 

Erich Albert Blackall, The Emergence of German as a 
Literary Language (Cambridge, 1959), p. 208. 
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a combination of very positive characteristics. The scene 

in which these two prisoners struggle between resignation 

and self-assertion swings back and forth many times. Gellert 

states in one of his lecturesJ "... ganz unthatig mag 

unsre Seele nie seyn."51 The only satisfying thoughts 

which Steeley and the count can find are those of their 

loved ones, which leads to a desire to see them again and 

a fear of never having the opportunity. Rational yielding 

to "Gelassenheit" would suggest they relinquish all emo¬ 

tional activity, which is impossible. This struggle leads 

to one of the few generalizing statements. 

Man sieht, wenn man den Betrachtungen liber die Vor- 
sehung nachhangt, die Unmoglichkeit, sich selbst 
zu helfen, deutlicher, als wenn man sich seinen 
Empfindungen ilberlassti man sieht die Notwendigkeit, 
sich ihren Fuhrungen zu iiberlassen, und man will 
doch zugleich nicht von dem Plane seiner eignen 
Y/unsche abgehn. Man will ihn gewiss, man will ihn 
bald ausgefuhrt wissen, und man sieht doch, dass 
die Umstande dazu nicht in unserer Gewalt stehn. 
Fur diese traurige Entdeckung will sich unser Herz 
gleichsam durch die Unzufriedenheit rachen, und es 
umnebelt den Verstand, damit es von seinem Lichte 
nicht noch mehr zu befurchten habe (218). 

Although the count continues periodically to experience 

despair, he later exhibits a much greater ability to fulfill 

the ideals of "Gelassenheit". He writess "Ich wiirde undank- 

bar gegen mein Schicksal sein, wenn ich, da ich Euch mein 

Ungemach erzahle, nicht auch der kleinen Annehmlichkeiten 

gedSchte, die der Elendste noch in seinen Umstanden zuweilen 

51 Schriften, V (1769), 152. 
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empfindet" (228). The spirit can he satisfied by looking 

for the smaller joys. The count's philosophizing in his 

second letter shows that basically he has accepted his 

fate. "... werrn Gott denen, die ohne ihre Schuld un- 

glucklich sind, nicht selbst ihr Schicksal durch ihre 

Unschuld und durch die geheimen Yergniigungen eines guten 

Gewissens in gewissen Stunden erleichterte, so wurde mein 

Zustand in Sibirien ein Stand der Verzweiflung gewesen 

sein" (227). 

Many emotional situations are related by the count 

through his letters and report. The emotional state is 

reflected in dialog and gestures rather than as an inability 

to speak and helpless gestures as in Part One. Especially 

vivid is the scene following the letter from Amalia to the 

count informing him of his freedom. 

Diesen Brief las ich und taumelte vor Freuden in 
Steeleyns Arme und wollte ihm sagen, was darinne 
stiinde, allein er wartete meine Entzuckungen nicht 
ab. Er riss mir ihn aus der Hand und las ihn. 
Ich legte mich mit dem Kopfe auf seine Achsel, urn 
die Bewegungen nicht anzusehn, die ihm die Nachricht 
von meiner Befreiung und seiner fortdauernden Ge- 
fangenschaft verursachen wurde. 'Ihr seid frei', 
fing er an, 'und ich verliere Euch und bleibe noch 
ein Gefangener und werde noch ungliicklicher als 
zuvor? Das ist schrecklich! Hat Euch der Himmel 
lieber als mich?' " (239-240) 

Predominantly, however, sections describing the count's 

experiences are simple narration of his circumstances. 

The report given by Amalia of the unfolding of the 

love between her and Steeley are the most sentimental 
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of the entire novel* " • • • diese Seiten zShlen zu den 

psychologisch feinsinnigsten/'^2 Dialog, gestures, a lack 

of philosophizing elements, and an inserted note from 

Steeley decrease abstraction here to its lowest point in 

the novel* Her emotional turmoil or peace and often those 

of Steeley are related to the reader almost precisely in 

the manner in which they were supposedly experienced* 

Here Gellert is approaching the practical application of 

his theoretical suggestion about how a female narrator 

naturally relates her experiences. Amalia is able to sum 

up one of Gellert*s goals of the second part of the novel. 

" ... so wie ich mein Schicksal an seiner Seite [the gov¬ 

ernor's] geduldig ertragen und mir, wenn ich's sagen darf, 

vielleicht durch meine Geduld ein bessers verdient habe"(254). 

She has her reward for her "Gelassenheit", as do the other 

characters. They comprise a very satisfied group and can 

recall their unhappy past and thank God for the destiny 

accorded them. "Unsere Seele erweiterte sich durch die 

hohen Vorstellungen, urn den Umfang der gSttlichen Ratschlusse 

in Ansehung unsers Schicksals zu iibersehn, und die Emp- 

findungen der Verwunderung und der Dankbarkeit wuchsen 

mit unsern erhabnen Vorstellungen" (266). 

Bruggemann considers the second part of the novel 

to be more pessimistic than the first. "Die Ueberzeugung 

Pellegrini, p. 87. 
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von der Giite der Vorsehung scheint im zweiten Bande schon 

durchaus nicht mehr so unerschutterlich und schon fast 

mehr einer solchen von der Willkur des Fatums gewichen 

zu sein."33 Instead of a superficial analysis of evil 

as in the first part, there is here the presentation of 

the individual's confrontations with himself and the evil 

which is a part of him, namely on the part of the count, 

but his doubts are not permanent. Were a pure chance 

concept of fate in control, one would expect a negative 

result, or at least one not so overwhelmingly positive. 

In this section, more direct references are made to God 

as a personal experience which effects change. In the 

first part it was still the generality of religion to 

which reference was made, suggesting certain superimposed 

rules to follow. Religion was the equivalent of objective 

morality. God has here become a part of emotional experience. 

This is not to suppose that religion and God have become 

separate entities; they remain identical, but are experienced 

differently. 

The very end of the novel returns the prince to the 

scene , the instigator of the main external disturbances. 

The reappearance of characters is a frequently used device 

by Gellert to bring about continuity as well as to represent 

the influence of providence• The prince repents of his 

53 p. 37. 
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former deeds and offers the count a new position at the 

court to prove his earnest desires of retribution. The 

count refuses to venture into public life again, since 

it held only suffering for him. He chooses to stay within 

his small circle of friends, where the ideals of moral 

obedience are less difficult to observe, and where emotional 

expression can be shared and enjoyed. 

The novel closes abruptly with the death of the count 

and shortly thereafter that of Herr R. The prince has 

proposed marriage to the countess, but she also prefers 

a life away from the public. The autobiographical form 

allows the novel to end abruptly. There is no closing 

moral to direct the reader to a correct rational considera¬ 

tion; it is left totally open to individual reaction. 

IV. Conclusion 

Teaching is accomplished in the second half predomi¬ 

nantly through the use of example. The main characters 

are models for emulation through their exemplary activities 

and emotional expression. Therefore, Part Two is much 

less abstract than the first, allowing the reader a greater 

degree of sentimental activity. Two modes of evil are 

expressed: that of an abstract power exerted externally, 

i. e., of barbaric activities of evil figures or society; 

and there is the evil.within one's own being which must 
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be recognized and dealt with. The inherent powers of 

evil can and must be overcome periodically through reason 

and an attitude of gratefulness to God, whereas the powers 

of society are to be met with humility. Yet good can be 

accomplished even within society and is an aspect of one's 

duties. The virtuous person does not ignore evil, but 

having subdued it individually and armed with an easy 

conscience, he can meet the world with "Gelassenheit" 

and a joy of existence. The small circle of acquaintances 

is preferred to society at large, since a group of people, 

educated to the virtuous life, can more easily resist or 

almost eliminate the external evil influences. Such is 

the content of most moralizing elements of the second 

part of the novel, but beyond that, the reader is to gain 

this realization through a sentimental identification 

with the characters. 

Gellert expresses his personal criticism of the novel 

in a letter writter in 1752. "Den ersten Teil hab' ich 

in meinem Herzen und auch gegen meine Freunde oft verklagt, 

den anderen kann ich leiden und lesen."-^ It is often 

assumed that this is directed at the Marianne episode, 

that Gellert did not like a.surrender to subjectivity. 

More than this, he did not like a surrender to individual 

Bruggemann, p. 36. The letter was written to Freiherr 
von Craussen, February 16, 1752. 
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evil, which many characters for longer or shorter periods 

do. But in order to overcome this aspect he must superimpose 

religion and morality. His entire approach in the first 

part has concentrated on the superficial instructional 

elements, and he very likely regrets the necessity of these 

teaching elements to overwhelm the natural artistic flow, 

resulting in an attitude of artificiality, a state of 

being tossed to and fro between sentimental involvement 

and rational confirmation or contradiction. The second 

part is freer, because teaching occurrs through the story 

itself. The narrator does not have to naively point the 

way. Thus, in allowing an enjoyable participation in the 

narration, Gellert approaches his ideal of teaching through 

active engagement of emotion, which can include a personal 

relationship to God. He states in a lecture: ” • . .so 

wird eine Fabel, eine Erdichtung besser ... lehren, je 

weniger sie die Miene des Lehrers verrathen? und einen 

desto tiefern und dauerhaftern Eindruck zuriicklassen, je 

mehr sie im Lesen entzuckten."55 

55 Schriften, V (1?69), 90 
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